GATEKEEPING AND DELAYED DIAGNOSIS

Delayed diagnosis: longer and improved GP training and more GPs are the answer
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Hawkes describes how NHS gatekeeping delays diagnosis. A serious problem exists in all health systems in quickly diagnosing serious rare diseases. UK NHS cancer outcomes are worse than in some continental countries. GP delay in diagnosis is a serious problem, but so is post-referral delay, relatively fewer X-ray machines, and fewer specialist treatments available—both drugs and radiotherapy.

England has 28% fewer GPs per head than Germany and 14% fewer than the average in Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development countries. Some continental countries spend 20% more per head than England on healthcare.

Hawkes’s seductively simple solution to expand accident departments “to satisfy the demand and luxuriate in the success of this business model” is flawed. He is wrong that GPs can never diagnose a brain lesion “ever.” Three of us have, in one practice, even though the risk of a brain tumour is 0.09% for headache seen in general practice.

Emergency departments are not always a safe route to specialists—one of us (PE) recently diagnosed cancer in someone after two previous attendances. If the thousands of patients GPs see without a brain tumour all went to the emergency department, waiting lists for scans and neurologists, reporting delays, false positives, and cancers caused by medical radiation would all increase.

A consultation in the emergency department costs £106 (€130; $179), three times that of a GP consultation, and £1105 more with a computed tomography scan. NHS budgets would not “luxuriate” then.

Hawkes fundamentally misunderstands the role of GPs as the chief diagnosticians of the NHS, making over 50% of all diagnoses. Absurdly, doctors inside hospital receive NHS training for two years longer than those outside, who face a much wider range of problems with fewer investigations available. Longer and improved GP training and more GPs are the logical answer.
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